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“If you have solved identity, everything else is just accounting” said my old university
professor. Identity is the basis for everything else in the digital economy, in banking, in
payments. Once one has assured it is the right person (or thing!) and does have sufficient
rights, then the rest is indeed often mere bookkeeping. Since this is a topic so fundamental
to all industries, all should work together in a federated way to make this work. Banks have
ideal prerequisites (KYC, trust, network, etc) and must have an interest in playing a key role
here. Especially since identity is bigger than payments. We pay ca 2-3 times per day, but we
need to identify ourselves (log in, verify credentials, access emails, open doors, sign
documents, …) many more times than this. So the volume of Identity is much bigger than the
volume of payments. Also the value of an identity transaction (being the basis for all digital
business) is clearly much higher than the value of processing a payment transaction (which is
tending towards zero). Thus a federated identity system with banks playing a key role is in
the interest of everyone: of keeping us all safe, of enabling the digital economy and of
providing new business avenues for banks.
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